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NONLINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
WITH 
THE MIXED NONLINEAR 
AND 
NONSTATIONARY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
JOZEF KACUR 
This paper deals with the initial boundary value problem for the nonlinear 
parabolic equation 
— + Au + b0(x,u) = f(x,t), xeQ, te(0yT) (1) 
(T<™), where A is a nonlinear elliptic operator (see Definition 1) generated by 
-Sa^l*'"'^)' 
Q cz EN is a bounded domain with Lipschitzian boundary 3Q9 x = (xu ..., xN) and 
dll__ (du du \ 
8x \3jti ' •""' dxNJ ' 
We consider nonlinear boundary conditions of the form 
du du . bx(x,u) for xeTu te(0,T) 
ot óv 
0=-^-b2(x,u) for JCGA, te(0, T), 
óv 
(2) 
where — is defined by 
3v 
du £- / 3u\ , . r ^„ 
(li is the outward normal vector with respect to dQ) and ru A are two open 
subsets of dQ with the properties FiuAuA = 9 Q , rinr2 = 0 and mesN_i/\ = 0 . 
All results hold true also in the cases rx = 0 or r2 = 0. 
The initial condition is of the form 
u(x, 0) = cp(x) for JC6^2, (3) 
where cp(x) is sufficiently smooth (see (11)). 
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In § 1 the existence and uniqueness of a generalized solution (see Definition 2) is 
proved under monotonicity assumptions on A and bj(x,s) (/ = 0 ,1 ,2 ) . An 
arbitrary polynomial growth of at(x,^) in %eE
N+i and bj(x,s) in seE1 is 
considered. In§ 2 we investigate (1)—(3) under different assumptions on A and bh 
We assume that A is a linear second order elliptic operator and bj are of the form 
du 
bo[t,x,u,—\ , bi(t,x,u) 0 = 1,2). 
In this case we suppose that bj(t, x, £) (/ = 0, 1, 2) are Lipschitz continuous in t and 
§. We prove the existence, uniqueness and regularity of the generalized solution 
which satisfies (1) for a.e. (x, t)eQ X (0, T) in the classical sense. Moreover, we 
prove the convergence of an approximate solution un(x,t) (see (16)) which is 
constructed by means of the solving of linear elliptic boundary value problems 
corresponding to (L). (2). 
A similar boundary value problem was investigated by V. V. B a r k o v s k i j and 
V. L. Kulc ick i j in [1, 2] in the following special form: A is the Laplace operator, 
bj(t,x, u) = Cj(x,t)u+fj(u,t) (j = 0, 1) 
and b2(t,x, u) = 0, where c,, c 2 > 0 and/,(w, t) (1 = 0, 1) satisfy certain additional 
assumptions. 
In this paper an elementary method is used based on Rothe's method developed 
in papers [4—8]. The results obtained can be generalized to nonlinear boundary 
value problems of the type (1)—(3) of higher order. 
§ 1 
Assumptions and definitions 
For simplicity we assume that a,(x, £) (/ = 1, ..., N) and bf(x, s) (j = 0, 1, 2) are 
continuous in all their variables. The growth of al9 bf in the variables %eE
N+l, 
s eE1 is assumed in the form 
| « , (* , | ) | tSC( l + | i r ' ) (p>\), i = l, ...,iV (4) 
and 
M j c - s ^ C t t + M''"1) (A>1), 1 = 0,1,2. (5) 
In §1 we assume that bj are nondecreasing in s, i.e., 
db;(x,s)>Q f o r x e r ( j = 1 2 ^ xeQ(j = 0)y | 5 | < 0 0 > ( 6 ) 
as 
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for all xeQ, |£ |<°°. 
If Pi>2 (for certain /'), then we assume 
sb,(x,s)&CM'>-C2, (9) 
f(x, t) is supposed to be Lipschitz continuous from (0, T) into L2(£2), i.e., 
\\f(x,t)-f(x,t')\\^C\t-t'\. (10) 
Let us denote r,=max(p,, 2) (j = 0, 1) and r2 = p2. We construct the space 
V= Wl(Q) n Lro(Q) n L,(r.) n L,2(r2) with the norm 
IHIvHHk + IHk+IHU + IHL 
where Wlp = W
X
P(Q) is the Sobolev space with the norm || • ||w and || • ||ro, || • ||ri, || • ||r2 
are the norms of the spaces Lro(Q), Lri(rx), Lr2(r2), respectively. 





is the dual space to Wp) defined by the form 
^"'^LtlM*'"'^)^ 
for all u,ve Wlp. 
Owing to (4) and (7) the operator A is a continuous, bounded and monotone 
operator. 
We suppose cp from (3) to be an element of the space VnL2po-2(Q) n L2Pl-2(ri) 
n L2p2-2(T2) with the properties 
T^= -b2(x,cp) (in the sense of L2(F2)); (11a) 
dv 
Green's theorem can be applied to the form [Acp, v], i.e., 
[A<p,v]=(^, v) -(rf<p,v) ( l ib) 
NOV /aa 
holds for all v eV, where 
•^=Ma '(A : '< p ' lf) 
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and moreover 
s4ą>eL2{Q), ЏєLгiГi). (11c) 
dv 
For simplicity we denote by bt(u) (i = 0, 1,2) the nonlinear operators from 
Lpt(rt) into Lqi(rt) for i = 1, 2 and from L ^ f i ) into L ^ C ) for i = 0(pr
x + qTl = 1), 
which are generated by the corresponding functions bt(x,u). 
We denote (w,t>)-=[ uv dx, (u,v)n=\ uv As (i = l,2) and (u.v)ai2 
Jn Jr, 
= (w, v)ri + (u, v)r2. For simplicity we denote by || • ||, || • | | r „ II• \\r2 the norms in 
the spaces L2(Q), L2(rx), and L 2(T 2), respectively. 
Let u(t) be an abstract function from (0, T) into V. The trace of u(t) e V (t is 
fixed) on BQ is denoted by uB(t). 
Definition 2. Under the solution (weak) of (1)—(3) we mean an abstract 
function ueLoo((0, T), V) with properties 
1) g € L . ( < 0 , T ) , L 2 ( Q ) ) , ^ 6 L „ ( ( 0 , T ) , L 2 ( r . ) ) . 
2) The identity 
(MO f v^ + [Att ( / )> v] + (6o(M(,)), v ) + 
(12) 
di* 
+ (^fïïfÜ'г;) + 2(Mи-(0).f)г l = (t(0.«) dř • ri i = 1,2 
Ifo1ds /or all v eV and a.e. t e (0, T). 
R e m a r k 1. Owing to Green's theorem we find out from (12) easily that 
u(x, t) = u(t) is a classical solution of (1)—(3) provided u(x,t) is sufficiently 
smooth. 
Let % (Q) be the set of all functions defined on Q having derivatives of all orders 
extendable continuously on O. By ®(i2) we denote a subset of all functions from 
%(Q) which have support in Q. We denote the strong convergence (in the norm) 
by —> and the weak one by -*. By C with or without indices we denote the positive 
constants. 
The constant C can denote also different constants in the same discussion. 
A priori estimates 
By means of the form 
(rt*u, v)=- (u, v) + [Au, v] + (b0(u), v) + 
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+ - (Иß, Vв)Гl+ 2 (ЬІ(U\ VB)Г 
П i = 1.2 
for all u, v e V, h = — (n is a positive integer) we define an operator .rAh: V—> V* n 
(V* is the dual space to V). From (4)—(9) we conclude that .Hh is a bounded, 
continuous and monotone operator. Due to (8), (9) we find out easily that . ^ is 
coercive, i.e., 
(.9.411, MKHIIIIV)" 1 -^ 0 0 for ||w||v->°°. 
Hence using the results on monotone operators (see [3]) we find out that there 
exists the unique solution uf e V of the equation .rthu = /, for each f e V. 
Successively for j=\,...,n we construct w, e V (they exist because of the 
properties of .$4h), the solutions of the equations 
(?-y=±,v) + [Au,v] + (bJu),v) + 
+ ( "g"^- '- , vB) + _ 2 (6,(«B), VB)r, =(f„v) 
(13) 
for all v e V, where / =f(jh, x), u0~~(p and h= — . 
Lemma 1. There exist ho>0 and C so that the estimates 
UІ-UІ-I 
Һ 
^C \\UB,Í-UB,Í- s=C 
hold for all h^h0j i = 1, •., n. 
Proof. Consider (13) with u = u} for j — i and j = i - \ . Subtracting these 
inequalities and putting v = (ut -Ui-i)h~
l we obtain 
\\Ui — w,-1II . l u A -i . 
M - T +T" [AUi-AUi-U Ui - Ui-r] + 
1 II _ I I 2 
I / i / \ L / \ \ i K^B.i M B , I - 1 . 
+ T {b0(Ui)-b0(Ui-i)9 Ui-Ui-x)+\ 7 + 
n || n iirx 
2 T- (bi(WB,,) - 6 ; ( W B . , - I ) , «B,, - WB,,-i)r, = 
; = 1,2 " 
_ / u i - i - M j - 2 M « - M . - i \ , (UB,i-i-UB,i-2 UB,i-UB,i-i\ 
-{ h ' /* / V /i ' ft / r i 
+ (*-«-STS-)-
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Hence, owing to (6), (7) and (10) we deduce 
W, - M / - 1 
I h 
|k_,-ыŕ_2 
( 1 - C , Ä ) + 
\\UB,i-UBj-i 
Uß.i-Ì UB,i-2 + C2Һ, 
where h<h0 = Cl
l. Frv>m this inequality we obtain successively 
«, -1.,_ 
Һ + 
IIИв, «_., ,|| Ч l _ C i A ) . - Ч 
II A A r, 
(14) 
for all / = 1, ...,/z. From (13) for y ' = l , u=uu v~(ux-cp)h~
l we deduce 
P 1 ^ — + - [Aux -A<p,ux-cp] + - (b0(ux) - bo((p), ux-(p) + 
+ | 1 \\ + 2 T(bj(uB,x)-bi(q)), uBA-(p)r.-
II n II n y=i,2 ft 
= /.. 
Uţ-Cp 
Һ [^.^]-(M,).^) + i2(M,),!^)ri. 
Owing to the assumptions (11a), ( l i b ) we have 
h- V ] - (If • *p).+(If • "-^l+K V) 
and 




T2 \ " /E2 




( 1 - C , e ) + Mв. i ~ <P|| ( 1 - C 2 _ ) = 
(15) 
<A( e ) [ | | / , | |
2 +|M < p | |
J +| |6„(? ' ) l | 2 +l |6 . (<P) l | . 1 ] . 
/ 2 2/.2\ 
where £ > 0, A (s) —> oo for £ —> 0 Ibecause of the inequality ab ^ --_ + -^~") • Let 
Then from (15), (14) and the estimate ( l ^ C i A ) ' - 1 ^ us choose e • 
i 
2(C, + C2) 
S^exp ( —Cir) we obtain the required result. 
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Lemma 2. There exist C and n0>0 such that the estimate \\ ut,\\ v ^ C holds for all 
n^n0 and i = \, ..., n. 
Proof. Owing to Lemma 1 we have the estimates 
lkNII<p|| + C and ||MB.i||r1^||<p||r1 + C 
for all n,i=\, ..., n. Hence, from (13) for u = uiy v = ut and Lemma 1 we deduce 
[Aut, Ui] + (b0(Ui), Ui)+ X (
fc/("B,,), uB,i)rj^C 
7 = 1 , 2 
for all n, i = 1, ..., n. From this estimate and (8), (9) we obtain the required result. 
Now, by means of ut (i = 1, ..., n) we construct Rothe's function un(t): 
un(t) = Ui-X + (t- U-x)h-\ui - Ui.x) (16) 
for (i-l)h^t^ih, i = \, ..., n. Analogously we define the step functions xn(t): 
(0,T)^V,fn(t): (0,T)^L2(Q) 
xn(t) = Ui, fn(t)=f for (i-\)h<t^ih, (17) 
i = l, ...,n andxn(0) = <p(x), /n(0) = /(0). 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we have the a priori estimates 
| k ( 0 - * n ( O l l ^ l|MB.n(0-A:B.n(Ollr1^f; (18) 
|k(0| |v^C, IMOHvsSC; (19) 
\\un(t)-un(t')\\^C\t-t\', | |MB .n(0-MB ,n(r) | | r ,^C| .--r | (20) 
for all n and t, t'e(0,T). 
Lemma 3. There exists a u eL„((0, T), V) such that 
i) un(t)-+u(t) in L2(Q), uB,n(t)—*uB(t) in L2(Ti) for n—><x> uniformly for 
te(0,T); 
ii) The (strong) derivatives "^ ', "^ ' exist for a.e. t e (0, T) and 
^eL„((0, T),L2(Q)), ^eL„((0, T),L2(n)). 
Proof. The identity (13) (for u = u,) can be rewritten in the form 
^TM„(r) ( d r ^ ' vy[Axn(r),v] + (b0(xn(r)),v) + 
+ (d j fs^i l l t ^ + _£ (A(xB,n(r)), v)r, = (fn(r), v) 
(21) 
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for T e (0, T), where — is the left hand derivative. Subtracting (21) for n = r and 
n=s and putting v =XT(T) — XS(T) we obtain 
( d fo^-g'fr)), Ur(T)-us(r)) + [Axr(r)-Axs(r),xr(r)-xs(r)] + 
+ (b0(xr(r))-b0(xs(r)),xr(x)-xs(x)) + (
d ("*•'&-U°-(T)), 
uB,r(r)-uB,s(r)) + 2 (&,(xB.r(T))-6;(xB,.5(T)),A:B,r(T)-j:B.s(T))r; = 
>rt ; = i , 2 
= (fr(r)-fs(r),xr(T)-xs(T))+l^ 
_L /d~(MB,r(T)-I<B,s(T)) , v / X / / X / 0 
+ ^ j" . ^ ^ ^B.r(T)-WB,s(T)-(xB.r(T)-WB.s(T) 
Let us integrate this inequality on the interval (0, t). Owing to (6), (7), (18) and 
Lemma 1 we deduce successively 
\ ||Ur(o-n,(oir+| iittB.,(o-"-..(oiir,^c ( U j ) . (22) 
Thus, there exists a w e C ( ( 0 , T>, L2(Q)) such that un(t)—>u(t) in L2(Q) for 
n—>oo uniformly in te(0, T). Due to the a priori estimates (20) we have 
\\u(t)-u(t')\\^C\t-t'\. (23) 
Then, owing to (19) and the reflexivity of V we conclude u eLoo«0, T ) , V) and 
un(t)-~u(t) in V. Hence, M B , „ ( 0 - " W B ( 0
 m Lq(aQ) where <? = ( I ^ - l ) 
because of the imbedding Wlp(Q)-^Lq(3Q). From this fact and (22) we obtain 
uB,„(t)-*uB(t) in L2(Ti) uniformly in t e (0, T ) . Moreover, from (20) the estimate 
\\uB(t)-uB(t')\\r^C\t-t'\ forall t,t
fe(0, T). (24) 
Owing to (23) and (24) and the result of Y. K o m u r a (see [10]) there exist 
^ € L o o « 0 , T > , L 2 ( Q ) ) a n d ^ e L . ( < 0 , T>,L2(F0)and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4. Let u(t) be as in Lemma 3. Then 
i) A W - L „ « 0 , T),L2(Q)) 
ii) Axn(t}—Au(t) in L2(Q) for allte(0, T). 
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Proof. From (21) and Lemma 1 we obtain 
\[AXn(t),v -v']\^C\\v -v'\\ fora l ln and v, v'e2)(Q). (25) 
Thus, Ajcrl(t)GLoc«0, T),L2(Q)) and we estimate 
\\Axn(t)\\^C forall te(0, T). (26) 
Hence there exists a gteL2(Q) and a subsequence {xnk(t)} of (*n(t)} (t is fixed) 
such that Axnk(t)-*gt in L2(Q) (also in V*). From the estimate 
\[Axnk(t),xnk(t)]-[gt,u(t)]\^ 
^\[Axnk(t)-gt,u(t)]\ + \[Axnk(t),xnk(t)-u(t)]\, 
Lemma 3 and (25) we deduce 
[Axnk(t),xnk(t)]->[gt,u(t)]. 
Due to the monotonicity of A we have 
[A v - Axnk (t),v- xnk (t)] ^ 0 for all veV 
and hence passing to the limit for k-*<*> we obtain [Av-gt, v -u(t)]^0 for all 
veV. Thus, putting v = u(t) + kw, where A > 0 , weV for A—>0 we obtain 
[Au(t) - gz, v] ^ 0 for all v e V and hence Au(t) = #,. From this fact Assertion ii) 
follows. Assertion i) follows from (26), Assertion i) and the Pettis theorem. 
Existence and convergence results 
Theorem 1. The function u(t) from Lemma 3 is the unique solution (see 
a/ /n and te(0, T ) . 
Proof. Let us integrate (21) over (0, t). We have 
(w„(t), u ) - ( < p , v ) + (wB,n(t), v ) A - (<p , v ) n + I | [Ax n ( r ) , v] + 
J° l (27) 
+ (60(jtn(r)),i;)+ 2 ( 6 / ( X . ( T ) ) , w ^ - O i W , v)} dr = 0 
/ -1 ,2 J 
for all v G V. Since jcn (r)-^u (r) in V for n -> oo and the imbedding Wp-*!*? (9-2) is 
compact ^ < £Z— ( jy_ ^ \ w e h a v e JCB n(r)--->wB(r) in Lq(dQ). From (5) 
and (19) the estimate 
\\b,(xsAr))\k,^C 
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holds for all n, 1 = 0, 1, 2, where sy = > 1. From these facts we conclude 
Pi ~ 1 
bj(xB,n(T)) -> b,(uB(r)) for rc—>o° in Li(T;) for j = 1, 2 and in LX(Q) for 1 = 0. 
Hence and from the last inequality it follows that 
(fe,(jtB,n(r)), t ;) r i -^(b y ( W B (T)), v ) r , 0 = 1, 2) 
(b0(xn(T)), v)^>(b0(u(T)), v) for all v e V and T G ( 0 , T). Due to Lemma 4 and 
(19) we have 
\[Axn(T),v]\^C\\v\\, \(b,(xB.n(T)),v)\<G\\v\\v 7 = 1,2, 
\(b0(xn(T)),v)\^C\\v\\v 
for all T e (0, T), v e V. Then, using Lebesque's theorem and passing to the limit 
n—>oo in (27) we obtain 
(u(t), v)- (cp, v) + (uB(t), v)rx ~ (<p, v ) n + 
(28) 
+ f \[Au(T),v] + (b0(u(T)),v) + ?J(bi(uB(T),v)ri-(f(T),v)}dT = 0 
J o I 7 = 1,2 J 
for all / E ( 0 , T) and t» e V. Hence, we deduce u(0) = cp in L2(Q) and wB(0) = <p in 
L2(rx). Differentiating (28) with respect to t, owing to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we 
conclude that u EL<»((0 , T ) , V) is a solution (see (12)) of (1)—(3). The unique­
ness of the solution is a consequence of the monotonicity assumptions (6) and (7). 
Indeed, if ux, u2eVare two solutions of (1)—(3), then the inequality (u = ux — u2) 
( ^ ^ , u(t)) + (SlHp), UB(t)\ ^ o for a.e. t e (0, T) takes place because of (6), 
(7) and (12). If we integrate this inequality in (0, /) we obtain 
\\u(t)\\2+\\uB(t)\\
2r^0, 
since w(0) = wB(0) = 0. The rest of the proof follows from (22). 
Actually, the following regularity properties for u(t) can be proved: 
Lemma 5. Let u(t) be the solution of (1)—(3) and un(t) be as in (16). Then 
i) Au(t) and the weak derivatives —, —r5 are defined for all t e (0, T) and are 
weakly continuous in t in the space L2(Q), L2(TX), respectively. 






takes place for all t e (0, T). 
iii) The identity (12) holds for all t e (0, T). 
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(u(t),v)eC\(0,T)) and the estimate — (w(t), v) 
. v d un(t) du . _ , - . d uB,n(t) duB(t) . T ,„ . £ „ , / n in -x 
iv) d r - — inL2(.Q), ^ ~ ^ ~ " dr
v inL2(T,) /ora11 te(0, T) if n-» oo. 
Proof. From (19) and xn(t)-^u(t) in V we obtain 
| |w( t) | |v^C for all te(0,T). (29) 
Let tn —> t for n —• a>, tn, t e (0, T). Using the argument from Lemma 4 we prove the 
weak continuity of Au(t) (instead of xn(t) we consider u(tn)). From (23), (24) and 
(29) we deduce easily (b0(u(tn)),v) -> (b0(u(t)),v) and (bj(uB(tn)), v)n -» 
(bj(uB(t)), v)r. for all v e V by the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 
(instead of xn(t) we consider u(tn)). Thus, from the continuity of [Au(t),v], 
(b0(u(t)), v) and (&,(wB(0X v)n (j= 1, 2) in t for all v e V we deduce 
(u(t), v) + (uB(t), v)rieC\(0, T)) (30) 
for all v e V because of (28). On the other hand from (28) for v e Q)(Q) we deduce 
^ C M holds for all 
ve3)(Q). Thus, (u(t),v) e C\(0, T)) for all veV and hence (uB(t),v)rx e 
C1((0, T)) for all v e V because of (30). From this fact the existence of the weak 
derivatives —, —p follows for all te (0, T). Differentiating (28) with respect to t 
we find out that (12) holds for all t e (0, T) and thus Assertion iii) is proved. From 
(12) and (21) we conclude that 
^ t ) f t , ) _ , ( f M - l ,v) forall t , 6 3 ( f l ) . 
Hence, owing to Lemma 1 we obtain that 
P ^ I ^ C forall re(0 , T). 
|| dt || v ' 
From these facts and from (12), (21) and Lemma 1 we deduce similarly 
f^W^C forall f 6 ( 0 , T) and *'«£&
 d ^ ( f ) 
for all t e (0, T). Thus, Assertions ii) and iv) are proved. From the continuity of 
f , v) and ( — " j % v) in t e (0, T) for all v e V and from the estimates in ii) 
the rest of Assertion i) follows. 
If the operator A is strongly monotone, then we can prove more regularity 
properties of u(t) and stronger convergence of {un(t)} to u(t). 
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We assume the algebraic condition for strong monotonicity in the form 
S [ - . ( x , | ) - a < ( j c , r / ) ] ( § - i 7 , ) ^ C | § - i , | ' (7a) 
i = l 
for all g, neEN+i. 
Theorem 2 . If (7a) holds instead of (7), then the estimates 
0 |k(0-u(0llw*sor ( , / 2 p ) 
ii) |k(0-w(0llw*so.-a/2'') 
iii) | |u(0-M(r)| |w^c|. '-rT" 
faie place for all n^n0 and t, t' e (0, T ) , where u (t) is the solution of (1)—(3) and 
u„(t), x„(t) are from (16) and (17), respectively. 
Proof. Subtracting (21) and (12) for v =x„(t)-u(t) we obtain 
[Aдf , . (0-Aи(0,J f-(0-и(01 s 
d - ( и . ( 0 - ц ( Q ) 
df lk(0-и(0ll + 
|d ( ц в , n ( f ) - и в ( f ) ) 
df 
l k . - ( 0 - И в ( 0 l l г , + m a x | | / ( 0 l l l k ( 0 - и ( 0 
for all n, t e (0, T) because of Lemma 5 and (6). Owing to Lemma 1, (10), (18), 





and Assertion i) is proved. Due to (7a) we find out easily that the estimate 
1 
Һ 
\Ui — Ui-i\\w^C for all n, i = 1, ..., n 
can be proved (see the proof of Lemma 1). Thus we have the estimate 
\\xn(t)-un(t)\\w^Cn-°
/p\ 
From this and from Assertion i) Assertion ii) follows. Similarly from (11) and 
Lemma 5 we have 
[ A и ( 0 - A и ( ŕ ' ) , и ( 0 - и ( ť ) ] « s 
, l | d ( и в ( 0 - и в ( f ' ) ) 
|[d(и(Q -u(ť)) 
df 
| и ( 0 - и ( / ' ) | | + 
d/ 
| | и . ( / ) - И в ( / ' ) | | Г l + L | / - / ' | | | и ( 0 - и ( / ' ) | | 
and hence using Lemma 5, (23) and (24) Assertion iii) follows. The construction of 
an approximate solution un(t) of the problem (1)—(3) is interesting from the 
numerical point of view, too. However, in practice we can construct only an 
approximation iin(t) of un(t) since only some approximations of the elements ut 
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(i = 1, ..., n) can be obtained. Now, the problem of the convergence of un(t) to 
u(t) will be investigated. 
Let zeV and let u = u[z] be the solution of the problem 
^ + Au + b0(x,u) = f(x,t) (V) 
u+h— = z~hb1(x, u) on F t 
3v 
(2') 
— =-b2(x9 u) on r2 
3v 
By u[z] we denote an approximate solution of this problem. We construct w, 
successively for i = 1, ..., n putting z = w,--i and w, = w[z], where u0 = (p. By means 
of w, (instead of w,) we construct iin(t) (see (16)). Let us denote 
( | k - UZ ||
2 + \\UB.Z - UB,Z II
2,)1'2 = Q(U[Z], U[Z]). 
Theorem 3. Let u(t) be as in Theorem 1. Then 
i 
i) (|k. -M.H + IK,, -MB.,||r,)
1/2^ *ZQ(u[uk], u[uk]) 
* = 0 
ii) If Q(U[U,], W[U,])=S<5 for all i = 0, 1, ..., n -1 and 6 = 0(n_<3,2)), then 
||M„(0-t.(Ollc«(o.r>.L2(0„ = 0(n-
<1/2)) 
iii) //" £(«[«(], i2[w(])=£(5 for all i = 0, 1, ..., n-\, 6 =0(n~
i32))and A is strongly 
monotone, then 
| |«n(0-«(t)||c«o,r>.wpw = O(n-
<1/2'',) 
Proof. Using our notation we denote u,- = u[u.-i], i = 1,..., n (the solution of 
(1'), (2') for z = «._,). Thus, the identity 
(Hiz^Lz!, v ) + [AU/,t;]+ (<%(",), t>) + 
(13') 
+ ("B/ "B"- , v) + 2 (M«a./), «)r, = 05. ") 
\ n / Fx i= i ,2 
holds for all u e V . From (13) and (13') for u = ty and v = Uj- u, we obtain 
r7 ' "'' , Uj - Uj) + [AUj - AUj, Uj - Uj] + (b0(Uj) - bo(Uj), ", ~ Uj) + 
+ ("*•'"""*•', MB>/ -&.,) + 2 (*,("*„)-fcw), ut - ^ ) r i = 
V n jr, i = i.2 
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(Uj-i-Uj-i _ \ (UBJ-I-UBJ-I - \ 
= {—jr-> - * - - * ) + ( — * — . «*.,-.-«*-...-.)ri; 
hence 
||u, - a, ||2 + ||MB., - UBJ ||n ^ || W,-i - My-i ||
2 + || WB,y-i " uB,/-i Hr, 
because of the monotonicity properties of A, fe0, b, (i = 1, 2). The last inequality 
and the triangular inequalities imply 




V2 + Q(u[ui],u[ui]). 
From this reccurent inequality we deduce Assertion i). 
Assertion ii) is a consequence of Assertion i), Theorem 1 and of the inequality 
lk(0 - «(0II«lk(0 - «(0ll + lk(0 - tuoll 
Assertion iii) is a consequence of Assertion ii) (for the details see the proof of 
Theorem 2). 
§2. 
In this section we consider the boundary value problem (1)—(3) under the 
following assumptions: 
A is a linear elliptic operator of the form 
A M =-!£(* ( x )f?)-
where fl^eC0'1^) and 
S <*•(*)§§-SCHISI2 ^ r all ? e £ N . (31) 
i , i = l 
Instead of the operator b0(u) we consider the more general operator b0 It, u, — ] 
which is generated by the function b0 It, x, u, —) . Instead of the operators fc;(u) 
(j = 1, 2) we consider operators of the form bf(t, u) which are generated by the 
functions bj(t, x, u). We assume that b0, bx, b2 are continuous in all their variables 
and moreover 
\bi(t,x,s)-bi(t',x,s')\^C(\t-t'\ + \s\ | t - t ' | + | s - s ' | ) (32) 
foralU,t 'e(0, T), JC G-C2 and |s|, |s ' | <oo (5, s'GE
1 for; = 1, 2 ands ,s ' eE N + 1 for 
1 = 0). 
In this section we construct the Rothe function un(t) (see (16)) by means of the 
elements ut(i = 1, ..., n) which solve the following linear problems 
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( ^ - ^ i , t/) + [Au, v] + (b0(ti, u,-u - ^ - ) , w) + 
(33) 
+ ("" , " " " ' , «) + 2 (&/(*.. «fe.«-i), »)-, = (/., v) 
\ n / ri j=U2 
for all v e V, corresponding to the linear elliptic boundary value problems 
U - Ui-i , A . . / , 3*4-1 \ r 
u + h— = ui-i-hbi(ti,ui-1) on A 
9v 
where 
g^ = -b2(tiy Ui-t) on A 
5 " = Е *-/(*) Н~~ С° 8 (Р* *') а п ( 1 ^ е ^г(-О). 
ОУ *-.,-= 1 ОХ/ 
Thus our scheme (33) is interesting from the numerical point of view. Howewer, 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution u(t) and the convergence of un(t) to 
u(t) will be proved under a certain additional assumption. We shall assume 
ЪЬ2(t,X,s) 
Әs 
S £ C 0 < T I
 f o r a 1 1 te<0,T>,xer2, | s | < » , (34) 
L i 
where CE is from (31) and G is the smallest constant in the imbedding inequality 
IIv||.L2oo)^Cf IIv||w. The conditions (11a) and (l ib) are satisfied if we assume 
cpeW\(Q) and | ^ = - f c 2 ( 0 , x, <p) for xeT2. (35) 
In this section (4), (31), (32), (10), (34) and (35) will be assumed. 
A priori estimates 
Lemma 6. There exist CU' C2 and h0>0 such that the estimate 
Ui-Ui-l\\ , i II _ ||2 | ||^B,i-MB.f-l||2 
n \\ n n ||r, 
;c, + c22Ä|kll
2w 
holds for all h <h0y i = 1, ..., n. 
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Proof. From (33) similarly as in §1 we deduce 
Ut — UІ-X , | M B . І - M B . . - I . ^"E 1 Ц2 ^ -
+ — - u. -W.-i w ^ 
n A 
Һ ' 1 A 
. 1 Ut-\ — UІ-: 
2 1 II | | 2 1 
> 1 k-w.-i , 1 
2 i A || ' 2 
Wß І-\ — UB i-2 + 
~l ^ 2 h h 
UB,І — Uв.t-\ + feo (<„«.-„ g x ) Цť .-„И.- 2 , 5 x ) h 
ut - u . - i x ~ ~ ~ \\u (* .. \ I. <+ ,. \ll 
U ' Zs UuЛЧi "B.i-U "iKҺ-U wв,«-2Л|г. 
Л 1 = 1.2 
UB,І — uв.i-i 
+ II/.-/.-.II 
Г. 
И, —UІ-\ ĽE || | 2 
+ , и, W«-i • 
/г A h 
2 2 т 2 
a є b 
(36) 
By a suitable application of the inequality afe ^~~~T~ + ~T~" (" > 0 ) and due to (32) 
we obtain 
^C\Һ + C2Һ 
bo(t„Ut-U^)-boU-uUi-2,?ff) 






+ C d - | | « . - l - « . - 2 | | И ' , 
where C_ = r (CE - C7C0) (see (34)). Similarly we estimate 
|& i ( t i , M f l . i - i ) - 6 i ( t « - i , WB,i- 2) | |r 
Mв,« - u в . i - i 
A llГl 
^C\Һ + C2Һ 
UB,i-UB,i-\ + CзA| |w ß, ł_i| |
2^ 1+- I
1 | |u ß, ł_ 1-гг в, ł_ 2 |Іг 1^ 




2^+-r-- \\Ui-\~Ut 2 | |w 
because of the imbedding Wl2(Q)^>L2(dQ). Owing to (32), (34) and the imbed­
ding W2(__)—•L2(3_2) we conclude 
\\b2(ti, „,,.,_.) - b2(tl.u UB.t.2\\r2 | l "
B i " U B - ' l l « 
^ C , A + C 2 A| | IІB.І-I | |Г 2 + CO 
Uß.i ~Uв,г-
| И B . І - I - W B . « 2 | | г 2
: 
^C,A + C 3 A | k _ 1 | | ^ + - ^ | k - i i 1 - . | | U - | ^ | | i i , - , - H - 2 | |
2 v v . 
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+ jţ Ци,-, - iг,-2||wl + CзЛ||м1-1||
2v+ C4Һ 
c2c 1 
where C = CE ^-->0 and h <h0 = ———. By a successive application of this L C i + C-2 
recurrent inequality we obtain 
O r< UV~
l \Wl U i - l \ , UB,i UB,Í-I\\ C ji 112 T /^-7\ 
" C , A ) LI—^—I A | r i +^| |« ,- t . , - 1 | |wJ^ (37) 
^(i-c^y-fl^lf+l^pp+f |k-v||V+ 
+ c3 2(1 - c^y-Vi ||M/ HÍ+c4 2( i - cňy-
1. 
Now, from (33) for u = uu v = ' and from (35) we conclude (see the proof of 
Lemma 1) 




t||+||6, o(t.,cp,|f 9«P\|| llfíi-S?! 
Һ + 
+1|62(/„ <p)-z>2(o, c p ) | | r 2 p V ^ + \\bttu v)\\* N -
2 
II n 11—2 "I " 
and hence owing to (34), (35) and (32) we have 
112 cE Uг-(p\ +-цM l-<p||i+pV^ ^ 
n II n Ц — i 
:C1||<p||W + CîA I N - ^ l ľ +G|M0,<p)| |
г + ^ | | И l - < p | |
2
w + C ï A. II n | | Г l 2n 
From this estimate we obtain 
Mi-<PІ 
| M i - ф | | w + 7 ~ ~ І ^ C , 
II Л || Г l 
й 
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where C is independent on n, i = 1, ..., n. Thus, due to (37) we obtain the required 
result since there exist Ku K2>0 such that the estimates 
K - ^ l - C - A ) ' , (\-C2hy<K2 
hold for all h<h0, / = 1, ..., n. 
Lemma 7. There exist Cu C2, n o > 0 such that the estimates 
i) |[Au<-,W l.]|^C1 + C 2 i rz | | M , | |
2
w + ^ | | W l _ 1 | |
2
v 
; - i 16 
CБ iO \\(b2(ti,M,_,),M,)r2||^c, + c2 2!tll"/llw+^Ik-
i-1 o 
.Iľw 
/_o1d for all n ^n0, i = 1, ..., n. 
Proof. From (33) for u = u{ and v e9)(Q) we obtain 
| [Aм„t . ] | : 
M, - M i _ , 
И | + (c, + c2|k-,||w)||v| (38) 
and hence ||Awf || ^ —
i—p--—-4- Ci + C 2 | | « l _ 1 | | w . From Lemma 6 we have 
Ыls-C + c. (2*11*/ (39) 
for all n, i = 1, ..., n. From these estimates we obtain the estimate i). Similarly from 
(33) for u = Ui, v = Ui we have 
|(62(ř,, HІ_,), м,)rv 
MІ - м , - , 
M + (40) 
| | H в , , - M в , i - i 
Һ 
|HB,І | | Г , + | [AHІ, м,]| + 
+(c, + c2|k_,||w)lkll + (c, + c2|k_1||r1)lkllr1 + ll/,lllkll. 
From Lemma 6 we have 
iiHiiu^c+afthiiMiirw)" 
Applying (39), (41) and the estimate i) in (41) we obtain the estimate ii). 
Lemma 8. There exist C and no>0 such that the estimates 
^C \\




i v) j ; | |w,-w«-i | |w^C 
are valid for all n>n0, / = 1, ..., n. 
Proof. From (33) (for u = ui9 v = w,), Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and from (31) we 
conclude 
C-IMI^G + Cz i>lkllw + -f ||u,-,||2w. 
Hence, using the estimate 
^ | k _ , | | ^ f |k||2w + f ||«,-«,-,||2w 
and Lemma 6 we obtain 
||«J|2ws: C, + C 2 i> |k || ,v 
7 = 1 
for all / = 1, ..., n, n >n0. From this estimate we obtain successively (0<h <h0 = 
c2J 
^ ^ ^ ' • • • ' l l " ' I I ^ T ^ ( 1 + T ^ ) ' " ' 
But ( 1 + _2 ) ^ C holds for all / = 1, ..., n, n>n0, where C is a suitable 
constant. Thus the estimate ii) is proved. The estimates i), iii) and iv) are 
consequences of ii), Lemma 6 and Lemma 7. 
Let Q' be a subdomain of Q such that Q'czQ. 
Lemma 9. There exist C(Q'), n0>0 such that ||i*J|w2
2<o'>^C(-G') foralln>n0, 
i= 1, ..., n. 
Proof. The element u( e V satisfies the identity 
[Aii,t;] + ± ( i f , t ; ) = - ( ^ 
i.e., Ui is the solution of the equation Au +— u =FV in the sense of distributions. 
The operator A +—I (I is the identity operator) is W\ elliptic (see [9]) because of 




Hence, owing to Lemma 6 we obtain the required result. 
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By means of w, (i = l, ...,/i) we define un(t) and xn(t) by (16), (17) As 
a consequence of Lemma 8 we have the following a priori estimates 
d un(t) ^C 
|d Mв.„(/) 
dt 1 d/ ;c 
| k ( / ) | | v « C , |k(/)| |v=SC 








lk(/) |k' (_,.,=SC(_2'), I M O І I w Л - n ^ C í ß ' ) 
| k ( / ) - ц , ( / ' ) | | - 5 C | / - / ' | , | | ы в . „ ( / ) - i / в . „ ( / ' ) | | r , ^ C | / - / 
Now we define 
Ьj.„(t,x,ђ) = £>,(/,, x, £) for /,_,</«£/„ Í' = 1, . . .,л _yn(0,jc, £) -= 6,(0, л:,ç). 
y = 0, 1, 2 (£ є £ N + 1 for/ = 0and §eJБ ' fory = 1,2). 





• _ ) . 
d"ив.„(/) 
d/ , t>) + [Aл:„(/), t> ] + (_>„.„ (/,*,*„ ( / - - ) 
(47) 
эx 
> И + . 2 (!>/.« ('>*«.„ ( / - ^ ) , ^ =(/-(/), г,) 
o> in (47). for all — ^ t ^ T, v 6 V and then we pass to the limit for n 
n 
Lemma 10. There exists weLoo((0, T ) , V) such that 
i) There exists a subsequence {u„k(t)} of {un(t)} satisfyingunk(t)-*u(t) in L2(_2), 
uB,nk(t)-^>uB(t) in L2(Fi) for k-**> uniformly in t e (0, T\. 
ii) There exist derivatives ^ e l » ((0, T , L 2 (C)) f y ^ L . ((0, T ) , L 2 ( r , ) ) . 
Proof. Owing to the compactness of the imbedding W2(Q) into L2(3£>), (43) 
and from the reflexivity of W2(Q) we conclude: there exist u(t)eL2(Q), 
g(t)eL2(3Q) (t is fixed) and a subsequence {unk(t)} such that unk(t)-±u(t) in 
L2(_2), uB,nk(t)-*g(t) in L 2 (30) . By the method of diagonalization we can find 
a subsequence of {un(t)} (denoted again by {un(t)}) such that un(t)—±u(t) in 
L2(Q) and uB^n(t)->g(t) in L2(TX) for all rational points te (0, T ) . Then, from 
(46) we find out easily that un(t)—>u(t) in L2(Q) and uB,n(t)—>g(t) in L2(TX) for 
all t G (0, T ) . From the reflexivity of V and from (43) we conclude that u(t) e V, 
un(t)-^u(t) in V and wB,„(t)—>wB(t) in L2(3Q). Thus uB(t) = g(t). Owing to the 
Borel covering theorem and (46) we deduce that un(t)-+u(t) in L2(Q) and 
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uB.n(t)->uB(t) in L2(F,) uniformly in te (0, T\. From un(t)-^u(t) in V and (43) 
we deduce the estimate 
\\u(t)\\v**C for all te(0,T\ 
from which weLao((0, T), V) follows and thus Assertion i) is proved. From 
Assertion i) and from (46) we have 
\\u(t)-u(t')\\^C\t-t'\, \\uB(t)-uB(t')\\r^C\t-t'\ (48) 
for all t, t'e(0,T). Assertion ii) follows from (48) and from the result of 
Y. Komura [10] similarly as in §1. 
The subsequence {unk(t)} from Lemma 10 and the corresponding subsequence 
{xnk(t)} will be denoted by {un(t)}, {xn(t)}, respectively. 
Lemma 11.Let u(t) be as in Lemma 10. Then, u(t)e Wl(Q') andxn(t)-+u(t), 
xn (t--J^u(t), un(t)->u(t) in the norm of the space W\(Q') for all te(0, T) 
and Q',Q' c O . 
Proof. Due to (45) and to the reflexivity of Wl(Q') we have the following 
assertion: there exist wt e Wl(Q') and a subsequence {xnk(t)} of {xn(t)} such that 
xnk(t)^wt in W
2
2(Q') and hence xnk(t)-*wt in W\(Q'). On the other hand 
xnk(t)->u(t) in L2(Q') because of Lemma 10 and (44). Thus, wt^u(t) and also 
xn(t)-^u(t) in Wl(Q'), xn(t)->u(t) in W\(Q'). Similarly we prove the analogical 
assertion concerning the sequences \xn (t j | and {un(t)} because of (43) and 
(44). 
Theorem 3. The function u(t) from Lemma Wis the unique solution of (1)—(3) 
and u(x, t) = u(t) satisfies (1) for a.e. (x, t)eQx (0, T) in the classical sense. 
Proof. Integrating (47) over the interval (—, t) we have 
(un(t),v)-(un (^,v) + (uB,n(t),v)ri-(uB,n ( J ) ^ ) r + 
+ J ^ {[Axn(T),v] + [b0,n [T,xn ( r - £ ) , " ^ "'),v)+ (49) 
+ .? 2 (
6 ' ." {T>XBn{T~^))>v) ~(fn(*)>v)}dT = 0 
for all v e V and te (—, Tj. As a consequence of Lemma 8, Lemma 10, Lem-
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ma 11, (38), (32) and the a priori estimates (42)—(46) we deduce the following 
assertions: 
[Axn(T)9v]^[Au(T)9v]9 | [ A X „ ( T ) , I ; ] | ^ C | | I ; | | 
for all T e (0, t) and v e V; 
/ 3xn (T--)\ 3 ( )\ 
bo,n\T,X9Xn(T--)9 ^-J^bo[T9X9u(T)9^-) 
in L2(Q') and 
po,n \T, X, X„ I T ÍУ 
Зxn (т -TJ 
дx 
Š C 
which imply that 
b0,n (т9xn(-)9 ^ ),v ?0 íт, u(т)9 
Зu(т) 
Зx ,v 
for all v e V and т є (0, T); 
(%,., [т9xв,n ([т--J
)J9vJ ->(6,-(т, uв(т))9 v)Гj (j=l92) 
and bun(т,xв,n[x-^) s=C for all 
(T 
n9тe(-9 \n 
un (-),vj^>(<p,v) and (uB.„ ( - ) , u) -»(<P, u)r, 
for all v e V. On the basis of this assertion and of the Lebesque theorem we can 
pass to the limit n—»a> in (49). We obtain 
(u(f), v) - (<p, v) + (uB(t), v)r, - (<p, w)n + 
+ £ {[Au(T),v]+(bn(x,u(T),^),v) + 
+ 2 (-»y(T, «B(T)), w)r,}dT= f'(f(T), v) dT 
y = l , 2 ) JO 
for all t; e V. Hence, we conclude that u(t) is a solution of (1)—(3). The 
uniqueness of u(t) can be proved similarly as in [8]. Let ul9 u2 be two solutions of 
(1)—(3). Then the element u = ux — u2 satisfies the inequality 
du(t) \ , (duB(t) \ 
df / V dt )rx 
2ЪA 
for all veV because of (12) and (32). Putting u = ektv (X>0) we obtain the 
following inequality for v 






where Cd = CE- C0C]. If A >max (G, C2), then we have 
£INOII2+£IMOIMO. 
Integrating this inequality over (0, t) we obtain ||v(0l| = 0 because of v(0) = 
= vB(0) = 0. 
Since — eLoo((0, T), L2(Q)) we deduce easily that there exists the distributive 
derivative —TT~^ e L2(Q x (0, T)). Hence there exists the classical derivative 
9 l l 3 * ' ^ for a.e. x e Q and for a.e. t e (0, T) (see [9]). Further, from u e L„ ((0, T), 
W^*.?')) (£?' is arbitrary with Q'czQ) we deduce that there exist partial 
d2u 
derivatives . . (/, / = 1, ..., IV) in the classical sense for a.e. xeQ and for a.e. 
t e (0, T). Then, from (12) for v e 3)(Q) and Green's theorem we obtain that (1) is 
satisfied for a.e. (x,t)eQx (0, T) in the classical sense and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2. As a consequence of the uniqueness of the solution we obtain that 
the entire sequences {un(t)} and {xn(t)} (see (16), (17)) converge to the solution 
M(0 of ( l ) - (3 ) . 
We can prove the results contained in Lemma 5 similarly as those in § 1. Instead 
of Theorem 2 we can prove 
Theorem 4. Let {xn(t)}, {un(t)} be as in (16), (17), respectively. Then 
i) xn(t)-*u(t) in W\(Q) uniformly for t e (0, 71); 
ii) un(t)-*u(t) in W\(Q) uniformly forte(0, T); 
iii) there exists a Csuch that \\u(t) - u(t')\\v^C\t -1'\ holds for all t, t' e (0, T\. 
Proof. From (47) and (12) for v =xn(t)-u(t) we estimate 
C H I M O - K W I ^ 
+ CoL.„ (t-^-uB(t)jJxB,n(t)~uB(t)\\^ 
because of (31), (32), (34) and the estimates 
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ll/(í)ц + |йą(£)||+lldjao 








+ \\b,.„ (t,x,xB.n ( /—-0) +\\bí(t,X,UB(t))\\r1^C2 
[ I I \ \ fl 11 II/-J 
for all n, t e (0, T ) . Due to (43) and Lemma 8 iv) we have 





\ n ' lir? 




li \ n/ \\w 
and hence, owing to (50) we have 
1 / C, 
\\xH(t)-u(t)\\^^(ci\\xH(t)-u(t)\\ + c2\\xB.n(t)-uB(t)\\r,+^ 
Cd \ Vn 
Assertion i) follows from this estimate, Lemma 10 and Remark 2. Assertion ii) 








w^2\\xn(t)- u(t)\\w + -y= 
V/x 
because of Lemma 8 (iv)). From (12) we deduce similarly as in § 1 the estimate 
CE\\u(t)- u(t')\\
2
w*SC,(\\u(t)- u(t')\\ + 
+ ||M0-«B(r)Hr,) + C 2 | / -r | | |M(0 | | + C, | f -r |+ (51) 
+ C4||M(0l|r,k-t'| + C5||M(0l|r2|t-t'| + Co||M(0-"(t')l|r2. 
Using (47) and the estimate 
C„ | | M (0- . . ( t ' ) l | r 2 ^C„C^ | | M (0- M ( t ' ) l iw 
in (51) we obtain the required result iii) and the proof is complete. 
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НЕЛИНЕЙНЫЕ ПАРАБОЛИЧЕСКИЕ УРАВНЕНИЯ С НЕЛИНЕЙНЫМИ 
СМЕШАННЫМИ 
И НЕСТАЦИОНАРНЫМИ ГРАНИЧНЫМИ УСЛОВИЯМИ 
Йозеф Качур 
Резюме 
В работе рассматривается нелинейное параболическое уравнение второго порядка иг + Аи(г) = 
= /(/) в области ^ х (0, Т) с нестационарными и смешанными граничными условиями 
иг=- — +Ьг(1,х,и) и 0= —^-+Ь2((, х, и) 
на частях границы Ъ^. Доказывается существование и единнственность решения. Построено 
приближенное решение задачи и исследована его сходимость в отвечающих функциональных 
пространствах. 
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